Host a conference in Ireland and get recognition for your research

Why Organise a Conference?

Hosting high profile conferences on campus offers a number of benefits, including:

- Enhances the international reputation of NUI Galway, its staff and research activity
- Provides a forum for networking and collaborating
- Fosters research partnerships
- Establishes international links in your area
- Profiles research achievements internationally
- Supports Government Strategy to host more International Academic Association Conferences
- Positively impacts the local economy

If you answered ‘yes’, please contact the NUI Galway Conference Team to find out how we can assist you in becoming an NUI Galway Conference Ambassador.

Become a Conference Ambassador

- Are you a member of an international association?
- Do you or your colleagues organise conferences or meetings?
- Can you influence which destination is chosen?
- Are you interested in bringing your association conference to NUI Galway?

T: +353 (0) 91 492264   E: conference@nuigalway.ie
W: nuigalway.ie/conference   @nuigalwayevents
Organising a conference can seem like a daunting task. However, the NUI Galway Conference Team can offer you a wide range of support, including:

- Assistance with conference bid document
- Co-ordination of campus facility bookings and hosting site visits
- Provision of expert practical advice and information on conference arrangements including web design, social options, printing etc.
- Assistance with financial and budgetary management, including advice on sources of funding
- Full event management services

The Commercial Services Office has everything you need if you are planning a conference.

To find out more about becoming an NUI Galway Conference Ambassador, please contact us:

T: +353 (0) 91 492264    E: conference@nuigalway.ie
W: nuigalway.ie/conference    @nuigalwayevents